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It is an important part of security inspection to carry out security and safety screening with X-ray scanners. Computer vision plays
an important role in detection, recognition, and location analysis in intelligent manufacturing. +e object detection algorithm is
an important part of the intelligent X-ray machine. Existing threat object detection algorithms in X-ray images have low detection
precision and are prone to missed and false detection. In order to increase the precision, a new improved Mask R-CNN algorithm
is proposed in this paper. In the feature extraction network, an enhancement path is added to fuse the features of the lower layer
into the higher layer, which reduces the loss of feature information. By adding an edge detection module, the training effect of the
sample model can be improved without accurate labeling. +e distance, overlap rate, and scale difference between objects and
region proposals are solved using DIoU to improve the stability of the region proposal’s regression, thus improving the accuracy of
object detection; SoftNMS algorithm is used to overcome the problem of missed detection when the objects to be detected overlap
each other. +e experimental results indicate that the mean Average Precision (mAP) of the improved algorithm is 9.32% higher
than that of the Mask R-CNN algorithm, especially for knife and portable batteries, which are small in size, simple in shape, and
easy to be mistakenly detected, and the Average Precision (AP) is increased by 13.41% and 15.92%, respectively. +e results of the
study have important implications for the practical application of threat object detection in X-ray images.

1. Introduction

At present, in the express logistics industry, high-speed
railway stations, airports, and other public transportation
fields, the security detection of parcels, baggage, and
other items is mainly realized by X-ray security machines
plus manual detection by human inspectors. +e detec-
tion results mainly rely on the experience of screeners,
which has high input cost and low efficiency. +ere are
many kinds of items to be detected, which may be likely to
be covered by other items, so the false detection and
missed detection of manual detection occur from time to
time.

Computer vision plays an important role in detection,
recognition, and location analysis in intelligent
manufacturing. With the development of artificial intelli-
gence, automatic detection can be realized with the help of

computer vision technology to replace manual detection.
+e object detection algorithm is an important part of
computer vision.

Recently, deep learning has shown promising results in
many image-based tasks. Convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) [1] are the derivatives of deep learning, which have
been widely used in various applications, such as medical
image analysis and applications [2–4], face detection [5],
speech recognition [6], pose estimation [7], and other
computer vision tasks.

+e image recognition technology is integrated into
the X-ray security scanning machine to realize the au-
tomatic detection of threat items, which can greatly re-
duce the workload of human inspectors and improve
detection efficiency and precision. It has important sig-
nificance in the field of security inspection of intelligent
logistics and intelligent transportation.
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+e research of threat object detection in X-ray images
has also made some progress [8–10]. In order to generate a
large number of X-ray images of bags with threat objects,
+reat Image Projection (TIP) [11] was developed. A real-
time TIP model based on deep learning was proposed.
+erefore, this model can be used to train screeners to
recognize threat objects in real-time TIP images and can be
applied to automated detection of threat objects research in
the future.

Mery et al. [12] attempt to make a contribution to the
field of object recognition in X-ray testing by evaluating
different computer vision strategies that have been proposed
in the last years, such as BoWs, sparse representations, deep
learning, and classic pattern recognition schemes, among
others. +e author believes that a CNN trained with X-ray
images (instead of optical images) would lead to better
results in X-ray testing.

Akcay et al. [10] compare several object detection
methods and come to a conclusion: it shows that contem-
porary Faster R-CNN, R-FCN, and YOLOv2 approaches
outperform SW-CNN, which is already empirically shown to
outperform handcrafted features regarding both speed and
accuracy. CNN features achieve superior performance to
handcrafted BoVW features.

Gao et al. [13] propose the combination of Faster R-CNN
algorithm and Feature Pyramid Network to realize the
detection of small items on clothes, which shows that Faster
R-CNN is effective for small items detection.

Gaus et al. [14] propose a dual CNN architecture to
firstly isolate liquid and electrical objects by type and sub-
sequently screen them for abnormalities.

+e abovementioned convolutional neural networks
have made some achievements in the field of threat object
detection in an X-ray image, but they cannot reach the
practical application level for the safe detection of Real-time
X-ray images. +e main difficulties in X-ray detection of
threat objects are as follows: (1) Objects are blocked and
overlapped, which are easy to be undetected. (2) Some threat
objects are small in size and simple in shape, such as knives
and portable batteries, which are easily confused with other
items in X-ray images, and the object detection precision is
low.

+ere are two kinds of object detection algorithms based
on the neural network: one-stage detection algorithm and
two-stage algorithm. One-stage detection algorithm is
represented by YOLO [15] and SSD [16]. +e full name of
YOLO is “You Only Look Once,” which means that the
algorithm only needs one CNN operation. YOLO uses an
end-to-end unified, fully convolutional network structure
that predicts the objectless assurance and the bounding
boxes concurrently over the whole image. YOLO resizes the
input image, runs a single convolutional network on the
image, and thresholds the resulting detections by model’s
confidence.

+e full name of SSD algorithm is “single shot multibox
detector.” Single shot indicates that SSD algorithm belongs
to the one-stage method, and multibox indicates that SSD is
multibox prediction. It combined the anchor mechanism in
the Faster R-CNN and the regression idea in YOLO, as the

input image feature extraction using a small convolution
filter, and the feature of the different scales with different
aspect ratio classification prediction.

+e one-stage algorithm directly extracts features from
the network to predict object classification and location, the
speed is fast, but the accuracy is not as high as that of the
two-stage algorithm. It is widely used in the field of video
stream object detection with high real-time requirements
[17–21].

+e two-stage detection algorithm is represented by the
R-CNN algorithm. +e two-stage algorithm needs to gen-
erate a region proposal (a preselected box that may contain
the object to be inspected) and then classify each candidate
box (the position will also be corrected). +is kind of al-
gorithm is relatively slow because it needs to run the de-
tection and classification process many times, but the
accuracy is high.

+e application scene of X-ray image threat object de-
tection requires high recognition accuracy. So, the R-CNN
algorithm with two-stage detection is more suitable for this
scene. In this paper, the Mask R-CNN algorithm, which has
a good effect in the field of object detection, is selected and
optimized. +e optimized algorithm has improved the mean
Average Precision (mAP) more than the original Mask
R-CNN algorithm and also improved a lot compared with
other algorithms, which has the practical value of threat
object detection in X-ray images.

+e main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) An improved algorithm based on Mask R-CNN is
proposed. By optimizing in the network layer, the
loss of feature information is reduced; online hard
negative example mining (OHEM) is used to im-
prove the robustness of the model.

(2) Using DIoU instead of IoU makes the object region
overlap more with the region proposal and the re-
gression effect is better; SoftNMS algorithm is used
to replace the NMS algorithm, which increases the
object detection rate in the overlapping area of threat
objects.

(3) We propose an X-ray image dataset for model
training and testing. Our experimental results show
that the performance of the proposed method out-
performs the state-of-the-art object detection
method in precision and recall rate, especially for
overlapped objects and threat objects with small sizes
and simple shapes.

2. Materials and Methods

+e development process of the R-CNN algorithm is shown
in Figure 1, from R-CNN [22], Fast R-CNN [23], Faster
R-CNN [24] to the most advanced Mask R-CNN [25] al-
gorithm at present, which is manifested in the continuous
improvement of precision and speed, covering various fields
from classification to detection, segmentation and posi-
tioning [26–30]. +e two-stage detection has high detection
precision and strong robustness, but the detection speed is
slow. +e one-stage detection has a simple structure and fast
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detection speed but low detection precision and poor anti-
interference ability. From the detection speed of CNN,
Faster R-CNN is slower than YOLO and other one-stage
algorithms when using GPU, but it can also reach the de-
tection speed of 5FPS [31], which can fully meet the security
requirements of X-ray machines.

2.1. Mask R-CNN. Based on Faster R-CNN, Mask R-CNN
introduced the segmentation branch, which is composed of
four convolutions, one deconvolution, and one convolution
to realize instance segmentation. Moreover, ROI Align is
proposed to fix the misalignment problem of ROI pooling,
which could greatly improve the segmentation accuracy.+e
backbone of Mask R-CNN is ResNet [32] and Feature
Pyramid Networks (FPN) [33]. +e backbone uses residual
learning to precisely extract object features and uses the
feature pyramid to fuse multiscale features so as to construct
high-quality feature maps.

After feature map extraction, RPNs are applied to extract
ROIs from the feature maps. +en the ROIs are aligned and
pooled by ROI Align. +e aligned ROIs are used to instance
segmentation by convolution and fully connected networks.
+e structure of MaskR-CNN is shown in Figure 2.

Mask R-CNN has many applications in image seg-
mentation [34]. Mask R-CNN incorporates the advantages
of previous algorithms and improves them to make the
recognition more accurate, the training speed faster, and the
effect better. In particular, the feature extraction structure of
ResNet residual network + FPN is introduced, which solves
the problem of difficult detection of small objects and has
been applied in many fields. Mask R-CNN has significantly
improved the effect on small object detection [35].

2.1.1. Feature Extraction Network. Mask R-CNN uses a
feature extraction network composed with a feature pyramid
structure by the residual network [36], which is divided into
top-down and bottom-up parts. ResNet network is used in
the bottom-up path, and five feature maps with different
coarse granularities are generated through C1 to C5 modules.
Each module is composed of multiple residual learning
structures. For example, the structure of C3 is {1× 1,128;
3× 3,128; 1× 1,512}× 4. +is means that four residual

learning structures are included, each of which consists of 3
convolution layers, with convolution kernels of 1× 1, 3× 3
and 1× 1, and the number of channels of 128, 128, and 512,
respectively. In the bottom-up path, the step size of the first
convolution kernel in each stage is 2, and the step size of
other convolution kernels is 1. +erefore, the size of the
feature map is halved every time it passes through a module,
and feature maps with different sizes can be obtained in this
way.

In the top-down path, the high-level features are sam-
pled twice, then the features obtained by 1× 1 convolution
are fused with those obtained by the bottom-up path, and
finally a new feature map P2∼P5 is obtained by 3× 3 con-
volution. As shown in Figure 3, when an image with a size of
1024×1024 is input, the final feature map size is {32× 32,
64× 64, 128×128, 256× 256}.

2.1.2. Region Proposal Network. Region Proposal Network
[37] (RPN) is a full convolution neural network that uses the
feature map to calculate the position of objects in images and
can accept images of different sizes as input.

Different from the traditional Selective Search [38], the
input of the RPN network is the feature map obtained by the
feature extraction network. As shown in Figure 4, a mul-
tiscale anchor is generated by a sliding window in the feature
map.

Further, as shown in Figure 5, RPN regresses each
feature vector in the feature map to obtain a correction
vector to correct the anchor. +e correction value includes
two confidences of foreground and background and four-
position information, among which the correction mode of
position information is shown in formula (1). Windows are
generally represented by four-dimensional vectors (x, y, w,
h). x, y is the coordinate of the center point, and w and h are
the width and height of the candidate bounding box. By
moving and zooming, the candidate bounding box is closer
to its real position.

A large number of candidate bounding boxes can be
obtained after the correction of anchor, and the foreground
and background scores of these candidate bounding boxes
are calculated, and the more accurate candidate bounding
boxes are filtered out by nonmaximum suppression (NMS)
[39].

x � (1 + Δx) · x,

y � (1 + Δy) · y,

w � exp(Δw) · w,

h � exp(Δh) · h.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1)

2.1.3. ROI Align. Since there is a certain correspondence
between the image to be detected and the feature map of the
image, mapping the target region in the image to the feature
map is called a region of interest (ROI) mapping. In the
Faster R-CNN algorithm, this process is completed in the
ROI pooling layer, which converts input images of different
sizes into a fixed dimensional feature vector output for

R-CNN

Fast R-CNN

Faster R-CNN

Mask R-CNN

Figure 1: +e development process of R-CNN algorithm, from
R-CNN to Mask R-CNN.
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subsequent head network training.+e ROI Pooling uses the
nearest-neighbor interpolation for region scaling, so if
floating-point numbers are encountered in the process of
pooling, they will be rounded off, resulting in the loss of
information and then affecting the accuracy of detection.

+e Mask R-CNN algorithms use ROI Align instead of
ROI Pooling to avoid the loss of information. As shown in
Figure 6, ROI Align uses bilinear interpolation in the process

of region scaling, and the specific steps are traversing each
candidate region, retaining the region boundary of floating-
point numbers and dividing the candidate region into k× k
cells, and the boundary of each cell also retains floating-
point numbers.

+e bilinear interpolation is used to calculate the fixed
four candidate regions and divide them into k× k cells, and
the boundaries of each cell are also preserved as floating-

Input

FPN

RPN

ROI Align

Output

RegressionSoftmax FCN

Figure 2: Mask R-CNN algorithm flow.
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Figure 3: Feature extraction network using ResNet101.
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point numbers. Finally, the bilinear interpolation is used to
calculate the values of fixed four coordinate positions, and
then the max-pooling is carried out. ROI Align solves the
problem of information loss in ROI Pooling by introducing
bilinear interpolation for pooling, which turns the original
discrete pooling process into a continuous process.

2.1.4. Network Header. Similar to Faster R-CNN, the net-
work header of Mask R-CNN calculates the input charac-
teristics of ROI Align. A fully connected layer plus Softmax is
usually used to classify region proposals. At the same time,
the region proposal is modified by two-stage regression in
the same way as in the RPN process.

In addition, on the basis of classification and regression,
Mask R-CNN obtains the accurate position information of
the object through an FCN segmentation network [40]
according to the obtained object border.

As shown in Figure 7, the input of the FCN seg-
mentation network is the 14 ×14 characteristic map
output by ROI Align, and the original 14 ×14 size is
maintained using four 3 × 3 convolutional layers, then the
size is boosted to 28 × 28 by a 2 × 2 deconvolution layer,
and finally the 28 × 28 output is obtained by a 1 × 1
convolutional layer with a sigmoid activation layer. Each
point in the output is the confidence of foreground and
background in the region proposal, and the points are
classified with a threshold of 0.5 to finally get the precise
region of the target object.

2.2. Optimization ofMask R-CNNAlgorithm. +e process of
using the Mask R-CNN algorithm to detect threat objects
from an X-ray image is shown in Figure 8. +rough network
optimization, IoU index optimization, optimizer improve-
ment, and prediction optimization of Mask R-CNN, the
accuracy of threat object detection through X-ray by Mask
R-CNN is improved.

2.2.1. Network Optimization. (1). Feature Extraction Opti-
mization. In the feature extraction network, the high-level
features focus on the overall object and the low-level features
focus on the texture of the object, and the object can be better
detected and localized by the low-level features. In the
original feature extraction network shown in Figure 3, much
information is lost in the lower layers, and the local texture
of the object plays a greater role in the effectiveness of object
detection due to the particularity of the X-ray image.
+erefore, the original feature extraction network has room
for improvement. Referring to the feature extraction net-
work in PANet proposed in [41], as shown in Figure 9, this
paper adds a bottom-up enhancement path after the top-
down feature network in Figure 3 and fuses the low-level
features into the high-level features again to avoid the loss of
information.

(2) Online Hard Negative Example Mining. Traditional RPN
network needs to take out ROI according to positive and
negative samples of 1 : 3, in which the judgment condition of

Figure 4: A multiscale anchor, generated by sliding window.

Real Location

A�er Correction

Before Correction

Figure 5: Correction process, the candidate bounding box is closer to its real position.
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positive samples is that IoU is greater than 0.5, and the
judgment condition of negative samples is that IoU is be-
tween [0.1, 0.5). +e reason why it needs to be greater than
0.1 is to do a heuristic mining of hard examples. However,
compared with online hard example mining (OHEM) [42],
this heuristic hard example mining only uses prior hyper-
parameters, and OHEM can mine online hard examples, so
it is more suitable for the iterative training mode of Mask
R-CNN.

In the Mask R-CNN algorithm, ROI Align and its
subsequent networks are called ROI networks. OHEM ac-
complishes online hard example mining by building two
ROI networks. +e idea is as follows: in the model training
network, more ROIs are generated by the RPN network.

As shown in Figure 10, these ROIs are first passed to an
OHEM network the same as the original ROI network, and
the information of this network is only passed forward. +e
OHEMnetwork calculates the loss of all ROLs and then sorts
the ROIs by Loss, selects the specified number of ROIs with
larger loss, and passes these ROIs to the ROI network for
model training. Obviously, compared with selecting positive
and negative samples through prior parameters, this online

hard example mining can filter out more hard examples, and
the robustness of the model can be improved by this training
method.

(3) Edge Detection. X-ray image labeling often cannot be
accurately labeled to the edges of objects, and most cases are
labeled with rectangular boxes. +erefore, when using the
Mask R-CNN algorithm directly, the accuracy of the Mask
part will be affected. +at is, the calculated LMask cannot
accurately reflect the actual situation. In order to reduce the
error, the Sobel operator is introduced before calculation,
and the Masknew and GTnew are generated by the Sobel
operator interacting with Mask and GT (Ground Truth)
after Gaussian filter denoising.

Sobel operator is a commonly used edge detection op-
erator [43], which interacts with Mask by using the Sobel
operator. Sobel operator contains two sets of 3× 3 matrices,
representing horizontal and vertical, respectively. +e hor-
izontal and vertical luminance difference approximations
can be obtained by plane convolution with the image.Gx and
Gy represent the image gray values of edge detection by
horizontal and vertical, respectively.

Fixed-size

Pooling

Feature Map

ROI Feature Map

Bilinear Interpolation

Figure 6: ROI Align, using bilinear interpolation to avoid the loss of information.

3×3 conv × 4 2×2 deconv

Output

1×1 conv

ROI Align

Figure 7: FCN segmentation network, output by ROI Align.
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+e derivatives are derived in both directions as shown
in equations (2) and (3), and then for each point of the
image, the approximate gradient is derived as shown in
equation (4).

Gx �

−1 0 1

−2 0 2

−1 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦∗Mask, (2)

Gy �

−1 −2 −1
0 0 0
1 2 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦∗Mask, (3)

Masknew � G �

�������

G
2
x + G

2
y



. (4)

Sobel operator can make the features of edges in Mask
and GTmore prominent while weakening the nonedge part,
so using the processed Masknew and GTnew to calculate Lmask
can make the Mask part fit more accurately.

2.2.2. IoU Index Optimization. In the traditional Mask
R-CNN algorithm, IoU is used as a measure of the overlap
degree of candidate regions. By calculating IoU, positive and
negative samples can be determined, and the distance be-
tween candidate regions and the target objects can also be
evaluated. Its advantage is that it is insensitive to scale and is
not affected by the image to be detected and the size of the
object.

However, IoU still has some limitations. For example,
IoU cannot accurately reflect the coincidence degree be-
tween the two regions. As shown in Figure 11, when two
regions overlap in different ways, the same IoU may be
obtained. Obviously, the two regions in the first group have
high overlap and better regression, while the last group has
low overlap and poor regression.

To avoid these problems, DIoU (Distance-IoU) [44] can
be used instead of IoU, which is more suitable for regression
of candidate regions than traditional IoU. DIoU takes into
account the distance, overlap rate, and scale between the
object and the candidate region, and the regression of the

candidate region can be more stable by using DIoU. +e
definition of DIoU is shown in the following formula:

DIoU � IoU −
ρ2 b, b

gt
 

c
2 , (5)

where ρ (b, bgt) represents the Euclidean distance between
the center points of the two regions and c represents the
diagonal distance of the minimum closed region con-
taining both candidate regions, as shown in Figure 12.
Compared with the traditional IoU, DIoU can directly
minimize the distance between the center point of the
prediction box and the real box, accelerate convergence,
reduce errors, make the regression effect better, and make
the results obtained in the process of SoftNMS more
reasonable and effective.

2.2.3. Optimizer Improvement. When using the existing
algorithms, the parameters of the model are updated by
Mini-Batching. Because the image takes up too much
video memory, in most cases, the hardware conditions
cannot meet the requirement of training all samples at the
same time. +e idea of Mini-Batching is that during the
training process of the model, each Epoch disrupts all the
samples and generates multiple fixed-size subsets (Mini-
Batch). +e optimizer trains one Mini-Batch at a time and
averages and updates the parameters trained by each
sample in this Mini-Batch to the model. When the size of
Mini-Batch is too small, this method almost degenerates
to stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [45]. Compared
with object detection in other scenarios, X-ray images
tend to have fewer positive examples, which can lead to
very few positive examples trained in each Mini-Batch
when the size of the Mini-Batch is too small, resulting in
greater randomness in model optimization.

To reduce the effect, this paper introduces a hyper-
parameter (integer n). In the training process of the
model, the weight updating of the model is not carried
out after each training of Mini-Batch. When n Mini-
Batches are trained, the mean value of the weights in
multiple Mini-Batches is calculated, and the model
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Figure 8: Mask R-CNN structure, from the input image to object classification and prediction.
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weights are updated. +e purpose of expanding the size of
Mini-Batch is achieved by this method.

2.2.4. Prediction Optimization. In the process of RPN, after
the anchor is modified, the candidate regions need to be
filtered by the NMS algorithm, and all the candidate regions
are sorted according to their scores. +e candidate region A0
with the highest score is selected, and the intersection of
union (IoU) of A0 with another candidate region Ai is
calculated. For Ai, whose IoU is higher than the specified
threshold, it will be deleted, and then the one with the
highest score is selected from the remaining candidate re-
gions to repeat this step until no candidate regions can be
deleted.

By this method, redundant candidate regions can be
eliminated and the best detection position can be found.
However, the NMS algorithm still has some limitations. On the
one hand, it is a challenge to set a suitable threshold value. If the
threshold value is set too high, fewer candidate regions will be
removed, resulting in the ineffectiveness of the NMS algorithm;
on the contrary, if the setting is too low, more candidate regions
may be deleted, resulting in missed detection. On the other
hand, if there are two objects with high coincidence in the image
to be detected, the NMS algorithm will delete the objects with
relatively low scores, so in this case, it is very likely to cause the
missed detection of threat objects.+e reason for this problem is

that the NMS algorithm only considers the coincidence degree
of other candidate regions and the candidate regions with the
highest score but does not pay attention to the scores of these
candidate regions. +rough the recognition precision of NMS
and SoftNMS [46], SoftNMS improves the effect significantly.
To solve this problem, SoftNMS is used instead of the NMS
algorithm, as shown in formula (6), where Si is the classification
confidence, Nt is the threshold, and M is the box with the
highest confidence.

Si �
Si, IoU M, bi( <Nt,

0, IoU M, bi( ≥Nt.
 (6)

In the NMS algorithm, the candidate region that over-
laps with the highest scoring candidate region M will be
deleted with a score of 0. In the SoftNMS algorithm, the
score of the candidate region is deducted by multiplying the
score of the candidate region by Gaussian weight, as shown
in the following formula:

Si � Sie
− iou M, bi( )

2/σ
. (7)

When the overlapping candidate region has a high score,
this method can avoid the candidate region being filtered
out.

Taking the knife as an example, when the image to be
detected is shown in Figure 13, the partmarked by the color box
is the threat object, and the two knives marked by the green box
and blue box on the far left have more overlap.+e result of the
detection using the NMS algorithm is shown in Figure 14(a),
and the knife with a lower score on the left side (corresponding
to the green box in Figure 13) is filtered by the NMS algorithm,
resulting in missed detection.

+e detection results after replacing the NMS algorithm in
Figure 14(a) with the SoftNMS algorithm are shown in
Figure 14(b). Although the prediction probability of the missed
detection of knives caused by the NMS algorithm is lower, they
are not filtered out by the SoftNMS algorithm.+erefore, in this
way, under the condition of ensuring the same detection
precision of other items, the problem ofmissed detection by the
NMS algorithm when there are multiple overlapping objects in
the image can be effectively avoided.

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

Input

P2

P3

P4

P5

N2

N3

N4

N5

Figure 9: Improved feature extraction network from N2 to N5.

Input

FPN

RPN

ROI Align

OHEM

ROI Align

Mask

Figure 10: Training network with OHEM.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Preprocessing of X-Ray Image Data. +e original X-ray
image contains many redundant parts, such as the text in
the upper and lower parts and the blank background in
Figure 15(a), but only the region marked by the dashed
line in the figure is useful for algorithm training and
prediction.

If the original image is directly used for algorithm
training, on the one hand, there will be redundant noise
which may lead to an inefficient training effect, and on the

other hand, the size of the image passed into the training
will be too large to slow down the speed of the algorithm
training. +erefore, it is necessary to preprocess the
original image before accessing the algorithm training
and image analysis module. +e contour detection al-
gorithm in OPENCV can effectively identify the cargo in
the original image, and the image processed by the al-
gorithm is shown in Figure 15(b). Since the model
training is implemented on the GPU, the redundant parts
of the image are eliminated after preprocessing, the oc-
cupied video memory becomes smaller, and more images

Figure 11: Different overlapping ways of the same IoU.

ρ

c

Figure 12: DIoU loss for bounding box regression.

Knife

KnifeKnife

Knife

Gun

Gun

Figure 13: An example with ground truth.
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can be trained each time, so the effectiveness and effi-
ciency of the algorithm training can be improved.

3.2. Experimental Environment and Parameter Settings.
+e hardware used in the experiment is shown in Table 1,
and the software environment is shown in Table 2:

+e X-ray image dataset is shown in Figure 16. We
chose images from SIXray dataset [47] and simulated
threat object images from the X-ray machine. It contains
5 classes of threat objects: knife, gun, liquid, mobile
phone, and portable battery, with 6155 images in the train
set and 560 images in the validation set. +e algorithm
parameters are set to train 2 images each time, and each
Epoch contains 1000 trainings. +e learning rate of the
first 120 Epoch is 0.001, and then it is adjusted to 0.0001.
+e final algorithm achieves the best convergence effect at
160.

In order to verify the effectiveness of the improved al-
gorithm, Mask R-CNN and other object detection algo-
rithms are used to train the same dataset, and the training
results are compared.

3.3. Comparison between Improved Algorithm and Mask
R-CNN. In order to verify the effectiveness of the improved
parts, the training results of the Mask R-CNN algorithm are
compared with the detection results of the improved al-
gorithm, and the results are shown in Figure 17.

+e horizontal axis in Figure 17 is the recall rate, the
vertical axis is the precision rate, and the three curves
represent the detection effect under different IoU thresholds.
+e area below the curve is the AP value. It can be seen that
in the results of the two algorithms, liquid, gun, and cell
phone can be detected effectively.+is is because the features
of liquid, gun, and cell phone are obvious, and the objects
and background are easy to distinguish, so recall and pre-
cision are both high; the knife and the portable battery have
simple shapes, no obvious features, and it is not easy to
distinguish between objects and background, so recall and
precision are low. In the original Mask R-CNN algorithm,
the detection effect of the knife and the portable battery are
poor, while in the improved algorithm, the detection effect
has been significantly improved.

It can be seen that the recall rate of the two classes of
items, knife, and portable battery, is significantly increased

Gun
99.7%

Gun
82.6%

Knife
100%

Knife
99.3%

Knife
99.6%

Knife
(missed detection)

(a)

Gun
99.7%

Gun
82.6%

Knife
100%

Knife
99.3%

Knife
70.2%

Knife
99.6%

(b)

Figure 14: Detection results using NMS algorithm and SoftNMS algorithm. (a) Result of NMS. (b) Result of SoftNMS.

(a) (b)

Figure 15: X-ray image preprocessing. (a) Original X-ray image. (b) Preprocessed image; the blank area was removed.
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Table 1: Hardware environment.
CPU Inter (R) Core (TM) i7-2600 CPU @3.40GHz
GPU TitanX 12G
Memory size 32GB

Table 2: Software environment.
Operation System CentOS 7
Development language Python 3.6
Deep-learning API Keras 2.0
Deep-learning framework TensorFlow 1.3

Figure 16: X-ray image dataset, including 5 classes of threat objects: knife, gun, liquid, mobile phone, and portable battery.
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in the improved algorithm (shown in the figure as the right
shift of the intersection of the curve with the X-axis), and the
accuracy rate is also obviously improved (shown in the figure
as the upward shift of the curve, i.e., the increase of the value
of Y for the same value of X).

From the aspect of algorithm structure, the improved
algorithm has made a variety of optimizations in the net-
work part (adding PANet enhancement path, introducing
online hard example mining, introducing edge detection
operator, optimizing IoU index, and improving optimizer),
which has significantly improved the extraction effect of
feature information and training effect of the algorithm. At
the same time, SoftNMS is used to replace NMS in the
inference part of the model, which reduces the cases where
the detection objects are filtered out due to overlap and thus
improves the recall rate of the algorithm model.

3.4. Comprehensive Comparison. +e detection effect of the
improved algorithm is compared with Mask R-CNN, Faster
R-CNN, YOLOv3, and SSD513, and AP50 is used as the
criterion. +e results are shown in Table 3.

As can be seen, the detection effect of the one-stage
algorithm (YOLOv3 and SSD513) is obviously lower than
that of the two-stage algorithm due to its relatively simple
network. +e Mask R-CNN is improved based on Faster
R-CNN, so the detection effect is better than that of Faster
R-CNN, which is also a two-stage algorithm. Compared with
the original Mask R-CNN algorithm, the improved algo-
rithm in this paper has a significant improvement in de-
tection effect because of the various optimizations
mentioned above. +e improved Mask R-CNN algorithm

increases the value of mAP by 9.32%, and the AP values of
the knife and portable battery with poor detection effect in
the original Mask R-CNN algorithm is increased by 13.41%
and 15.92%, respectively.

4. Conclusions

In order to realize the intelligent manufacturing of X-ray
machine equipment, it is necessary to improve the accuracy
of object detection. An improved algorithm based on Mask
R-CNN is proposed in this paper, aiming at the problems of
irregular placement, occlusion and overlap, small size, and
simple shape in X-ray security inspection images.

(1) We optimized the network layer: bottom-up en-
hancement paths are added to fuse the features of the
lower layers into the higher ones; we used OHEM to
improve the robustness of the model. +e training
effect of sample model when accurate labeling is not
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Figure 17: Comparison of detection effects of multiple objects.

Table 3: Comparison of algorithm recognition results (AP50).

+reat objects

Algorithm Knife
(%)

Liquid
(%)

Gun
(%)

Phone
(%)

Portable
battery
(%)

Mean
(%)

Ours 83.75 99.01 96.74 93.74 88.74 92.40
Mask R-
CNN 70.34 94.43 90.22 87.60 72.82 83.08

Faster R-
CNN 45.74 90.63 86.78 73.77 71.86 73.76

YOLOv3 39.16 90.12 85.77 70.03 69.53 70.92
SSD513 38.51 84.35 76.74 63.42 61.92 64.99
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possible is improved by adding an edge detection
module.

(2) We used DIoU instead of IoU to make the coinci-
dence degree of object region and candidate region
higher and the regression effect better. We selected
the SoftNMS algorithm to replace the original NMS
algorithm, which increased the object detection rate
in the overlapping area of threat objects.

(3) We made an X-ray images dataset which included 5
classes of threat objects: knife, gun, liquid, mobile
phone, and portable battery. +e experimental re-
sults showed that the improved Mask R-CNN al-
gorithm increases the mAP value by 9.32%
compared with the original Mask R-CNN algorithm,
and the AP values of knife and portable battery with
poor detection effect increase by 13.41% and 15.92%,
respectively.

(4) +e proposed algorithm compared with other ad-
vanced algorithms such as Faster R-CNN, YOLOv3,
SSD513. +e results also indicated that the improved
Mask R-CNN accomplished the most accurate
precision attaining a mean accuracy precision of
92.40% with the test data set.

In summary, the results show the effectiveness and ro-
bustness of our proposed algorithm for threat object de-
tection in X-ray images. +erefore, more research will be
conducted to improve the accuracy of the small object such
as knives and portable batteries with relatively low AP
values.
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